EXPAND
YOUR
LIVING SPACE

SURPRISING INNOVATION

WITH ALUMINUM SHUTTERS
WeatherwelL

Weatherwell

Aluminum shutters deliver strength and durability with
style, offering an ingenious solution for high traffic, commercial or wet areas. Available in a vast range of
powder coat colors and wood grain looks, this inexpensive aluminum shutter compliments a myriad of indoor
and outdoor spaces and mimics a wood shutter. This
unique product is available in multiple blade sizes, that
can be fixed or adjustable, with optional security locks.

Weatherwell ELITE
Weatherwell Elite combines cutting-edge engineering
with a beautiful design to produce a shutter like you’ve
never seen. Enclose a patio or balcony, or use as attractive security screens, these highly versatile shutters are
stronger and more durable than any other shutter on the
market, yet have been designed with elegance and
minimalism in mind. With the ‘Blade Stay’ the blades can
be set in any position. The internal mechanism hides all
visible screws and fixings, which not only makes the shutter more attractive but more resilient to the elements.
Extreme wind ratings and security features make this shutter the ultimate in functionality.

LOCKABLE SECURITY

ENCLOSe A PATIO

Weatherwell shutters’ robust design gives them
the strength to survive high winds. A solid
aluminum rod inside the blade end cap gives
added vigor. Optional double shute bolts
keep the panels secure and in place while
maintaining the clean and minimal design.

Have a great outdoor space you want to use
year round? Weatherwell Aluminum Shutters
give you a wealth of possibilities to turn your
outdoors into a year round oasis for entertaining
and relaxation.

WET & high use areas
Privacy
Maintain the beauty of your outdoor areas
while still allowing light control, airflow and
privacy.

Weatherwell Aluminum Shutters are perfect for
extending the luxurious look of timber shutters
into a bathroom, mudroom, kids' play room...or
any other high use or commercial area.
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WEATHERWELL ELITE ALUMINUM OPTIONS
STANDARD COLOR OPTIONS

White

AVAILABLE SECURITY FEATURES

Pearl

Clear-Coat Anodized

Black
Double Shute Bolt Key

WOOD GRAIN POWDERCOAT

Knotty Pine

Walnut Matte

BLADE STAY

Comes Standard

Double Shute Bolt

WEATHERWELL aLUMINUM OPTIONS
STANDARD COLOR OPTIONS

AVAILABLE SECURITY FEATURES

White

Pearl

Silver

Black
Flush Bolt

WOOD GRAIN POWDERCOAT

Golden Oak

Light Cedar

Limewash

Walnut

Security Bolt

Beachside Home

DOWNTOWN SLEEK

dECK TURNED OASIS

RESORT LIVING

BEACHSIDE HOME

deck turned oasis

The homeowners of this beachside home
needed a unique way to protect their
furniture from the ever-changing ocean
winds. Mutli-fold shutters gave them all the
security and flexibility they wanted.

An outside deck that was never used due
to close neighbors and a rainy climate
became an oasis when enclosed with fixed
aluminum shutters. Now the homeowners
have year-round use and no prying eyes.

DOWNTOWN SLEEK

RESORT LIVING

Looking for a way to maintain a sleek look

This beachside resort needed to ensure
privacy for the hot tub enclosures around
their property. Hinged Weatherwell shutters
maintain the picturesque view and privacy
yet still allowed airflow.

on the outside of their building in a city
downtown, this HOA utilized sliding alumnum shutters to make everyone happy.

